
About OAC 
Actuarial and financial services consultancy

OAC are a dedicated team of leading actuaries and financial 
services consultancy experts who have been helping firms and 
individuals with their finance and actuarial needs for over 20 years. 

Our comprehensive range of solutions and services has been 
designed to meet the most complex of business challenges.  
Drawing upon our vast experience, we offer the insight and necessary 
leadership to deal with the issues that affect your business.  

We pride ourselves on delivering to your objectives and in a way you 
like to work, which is achieved by selecting the right team of experts 
who will be with you every step of the process.  Our flexibility means 
we can work in a variety of ways, such as on a one-to-one basis, or as 
an extension of your team, or taking the challenge away completely 
by delivering an outsourced solution.  Whichever approach suits 
your requirements, you can be confident you’ll be in safe hands 
from start to finish.

OAC is proud to be recognised and accredited for its professional 
services under the Quality Assurance Scheme from the Institute 
and Faculty of Actuaries.  OAC is committed to always achieving the 
highest standards.  Excellence is at the centre of everything we do.

Our success is much more than helping firms overcome their issues 
and challenges.  It’s about building genuine relationships, based on 
trust and personal, bespoke support.  In our complex and volatile 
world of financial services, we have found that this approach goes 
a long way.

Actuarial services
We offer a wide range of actuarial services, skills and support, 
which includes strategic, risk and capital management reviews, 
independent expert, Chief Actuary, reviewing actuary, regulatory 
valuation and product development.

Governance, risk and compliance
Reliable compliance and regulation practice is absolutely vital. 
Our experts have the knowledge of corporate governance and risk 
management to make sure no procedure is overlooked.

Redress calculations
We have the expertise needed for carrying out a wide range of 
complex actuarial and redress calculations. From large scale 
Regulator led business reviews to single calculations resulting from 
an investor complaint or a decision by the Financial Ombudsman 
Service, we can help take the work and pressure off your hands.

Expert witness
Acting in litigation and disciplinary proceedings where there are 
issues of an actuarial or regulatory nature, our experts provide the 
necessary advice to resolve any conflict.

Software
From financial modelling and redress calculations software through 
to our governance and risk management systems, we’ve developed 
a range of software solutions which complement the professional 
services we offer. 
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Progress with confidence

To deliver excellent solutions and advice 
through a dedicated and proactive team 
of approachable professionals enabling 

clients to unlock opportunities and manage 
business challenges with confidence.

Please get in touch or visit our website for more information about OAC and our services.


